We study two families of excitable cellular automata known as the Greenberg-Hastings model and the cyclic cellular automaton. Each family consists of local deterministic oscillating lattice dynamics, with parallel discrete-time updating, parametrized by the range of interaction, l p shape of its neighbor set, threshold for contact updating, and number of possible states per site. These models are mathematically tractable prototypes for the spatially distributed periodic wave activity of so-called excitable media observed in diverse disciplines of experimental science.
Fisch, Gravner and Griffeath [Fisch et al. 1991 ] studied experimentally the ergodic behavior of these models on Z 2 , started from random initial states. Among other phenomena, they noted the emergence of asymptotic phase diagrams (and dynamics on R 2 ) in the threshold-range scaling limit as ; ! 1 with = 2 constant.
Here we present several rigorous results and some experimental findings concerning various phase transitions in the asymptotic diagrams. Our efforts focus on evaluating bend(p), the limiting threshold cutoff for existence of the spirals that characterize many excitable media. Our main results are formulated in terms of spo(p), the cutoff for existence of stable periodic objects that arise as spiral cores. Some subtle consequences of anisotropic neighbor sets (p 6 = 2) are also discussed; the case of box neighborhoods (p = 1) is examined in detail.
INTRODUCTION
In the two-dimensional Greenberg{Hastings model, or GHM Greenberg et al. 1978; Greenberg and (a) If n (x) = i > 0, then n+1 (x) = i + 1. (Note: throughout this paper arithmetic in the state space is done modulo .) (b) If n (x) = 0 and at least neighbors are 1, then n+1 (x) = 1; otherwise n+1 (x) = 0.
Here the neighbors of x are the points y such that y ? x 2 N for some prescribed set N. For a given p 2 1; 1), we will always take for N the closed ball B p ( ) of radius in the l p metric: N = fy : kyk p g; where kyk p = (jy 1 j p + jy 2 j p ) 1=p for p < 1, and kyk 1 = maxfjy 1 j; jy 2 jg. We call the threshold and the range.
The state at x is said to update automatically in case (a), and by contact in case (b) .
The closely related cyclic cellular automaton, or CCA Fisch et al. 1991 Fisch et al. , 1992 evolves similarly, except that all sites update by contact (a site in state i updates when there are at least neighbors in state i + 1).
These two parametrized families of cellular automata are prototypes for excitable media: periodic wave dynamics that arise in many areas of applied science. In two dimensions such systems are typically characterized by the emergence of spatially distributed \target patterns" and/or spirals. One of the more bizarre real-world examples of an excitable medium is Cyclic AMP wave transmission in the \amoeba aggregation phase" of the slime mold Dictyostelium discoideum: see Newell 1983] for a nice photograph of the characteristic wave patterns. (Later on this creature becomes a multicellular slug, but that's another story!)
Beginning with the seminal work of Wiener and Rosenblueth 1946] , and fueled by discovery of the Belousov{Zhabotinski oscillating chemical reaction in the late sixties (see Winfree 1974] ), a sizable body of knowledge has developed on the subject of excitable media. Over the past decade, in particular, rapid advances in computer technology have sparked an explosion of research activity. References Gerhardt et al. 1990; Kapral 1991; Marcus et al. 1991; Winfree 1987] are representative of recent experimental and applied modeling efforts, while Durrett 1992; Durrett and Neuhauser 1991; Steif 1991, 1993; Fisch et al. 1993; Gravner and Gri eath 1994] contain the beginnings of a rigorous mathematical theory. See also Dewdney 1988 Dewdney , 1989 Gri eath 1988; Mikhailov 1991; To oli and Margolus 1987] for expository accounts of excitable cellular automata, and Muller et al. 1986 ] for pictures of actual Belousov{Zhabotinski spirals.
We should note that other paradigms such as partial di erential equations and coupled lattice maps are also often used to model excitable systems. In this paper, however, we will focus on detailed aspects of GHM and CCA dynamics.
A primary tool for the analysis of excitable cellular automata is computer visualization, so we refer to the possible states at each site as colors. The reason for our interest in these systems and the motivation for much of this paper can be seen in Figure 1 , which are representative snapshots of the GHM evolution on a 240 240 grid with p = 2, = p 20, and various values of and . In the experiments depicted in this gure, as throughout most of the paper, we started from primordial soup, that is, the product measure with uniform density 1= . Thus, the initial colors of sites are independent and take the possible values with equal probability.
One should bracket the images in Figure 1 with two less interesting scenarios: when = 5 and = 6 the image remains virtually indistinguishable from random noise, and when = 11 and = 5 it evolves to the trap (x) 0 from which no changes are possible.
Evidently GHM can self-organize starting from primordial soup. Similar but even more exotic self-organization takes place in CCA; see Fisch et al. 1991, color plates E{H] for some representative patterns.
The basic problem concerning excitable cellular automata is the classi cation of their limiting behavior as n ! 1 (with probability one, on the = 6, = 8 = 7, = 8 = 9, = 6 = 10, = 5 initial states were created by random assignment of colors to each site with equal probability, and the snapshots were taken after 100 steps. Boundary conditions are periodic, that is, opposite edges are identi ed.
in nite lattice) based on the values of p, , and . One possibility, for large thresholds , is xation: each site is eventually painted a nal color. In GHM this amounts to global relaxation, or dying out: lim n!1 n (x) = 0 for all x:
CCA has an enormous set of traps since there is no automatic updating, so the nal xated state retains evidence of the original soup. A more interesting outcome is local periodicity with period : here, n does not xate, but lim n!1 n (x) = 1 (x) for all x:
An argument from Fisch et al. 1992] shows that: Theorem 1.1.For = 1, 3, and 1, any GHM or CCA system is locally periodic of period , with probability one.
Outline of proof. Somewhere in the random initial state is a clock, that is, a loop of sites on which all colors are arranged cyclically (necessarily cycling more than once if is odd). Since = 1, the color at every site of the clock advances each time, so the set of sites Z that eventually change color every time is nonempty. To argue that Z = Z 2 , suppose not and nd x = 2 Z and y 2 Z that are neighbors.
Since the value at x cannot continually cycle as rapidly as the value at y, it is easy to see that eventually we will have n (y) = n (x)+1; from then on x will be periodic with period , contradicting the choice of x.
This proof incorporates the simplest example of a stable periodic object, or spo. By de nition, an spo is a nite set A Z 2 together with a mapping : A ! f0; 1; : : : ; ?1g, such that, for each x 2 A, jfy 2 A : y ? x 2 N and (y) = (x) + 1gj : In words, each site x 2 A sees at least neighbors of the next color, and hence advances each time, independently of the states of sites in the complement of A. ( We remark that this notion continues to make sense and to play a key role in dimensions greater than two.)
Existence of spo's for a given rule guarantees their presence somewhere in the primordial soup, and therefore ensures that the process cannot xate. The systems in the top row of Figure 1 have an easy time manufacturing spo's out of randomness; we invite the reader to guess some of their locations in the graphics. For higher thresholds, as in the systems in the second row, it is much less clear whether spo's can be formed dynamically, whether they even exist, and whether the in nite system is locally periodic.
Our rst result shows that spo's are abundant when =jNj is su ciently small. If is large, the system is locally periodic of period , with probability one. This, too, will be proved in Section 2. When Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 apply, the threshold is su ciently low that contact updating predominates from the beginning and little self-organization need take place. The case p = 2, = p 20, = 5, and = 6, mentioned in connection with Figure 1 , is typical of this \debris phase." For intermediate thresholds, excitation is sustained only in widely separated \nucleating centers," but these locations are able to create spo's that proceed to enslave their environment. In general, we suspect that the existence of an spo implies that the system becomes locally periodic with period . For instance, the systems corresponding to Figure 1 all have spo's, and we believe they are all locally periodic. A proof of this conjecture would need to address various subtle distinctions. GHM rules, for instance, can produce stable patches of \all 0's" mixed with stable patches of period . One example is the periodic core surrounding the hole in Figure 3 below.
To avoid such di culties, we will concentrate here on the problem of existence of spo's, and in particular on asymptotic results for the quantity spo ( ; p), de ned as the supremum of the values of such that there exists an spo for N = B p ( ).
Our rst step is to show that: Proof. This follows from a soft \renormalization" argument that is simple enough to give in this introduction. By replacing each site in an spo with an m m square of the same color, it is easy to see (p = 1 is the worst case) that spo ((r + 2)m; p) m 2 spo (r; p):
Taking m = =(r + 2)] and using the fact that spo (p; ) Figure 2 , which gives the outcome when p = 2, = p 20, = 7, and = 8. As indicated by the top row of snapshots, the excited region wraps in on itself and makes a spiral pair. These arti cially produced spirals are similar to the ones generated by the same parameter values in Figure 1 (top right), but have neater centers. The similarity is far from accidental: the bottom row of Figure 2 details an instance of spiral formation starting from primordial soup. Note that a band is formed rst, which then grows into a spiral pair.
Given and p, FFG] de nes a critical value bend( ; p) as the smallest integer such that, for > bend( ; p), the band is unable to fold in on itself completely when 4 (we exclude the case = 3 because it presents certain complications that we won't go into). To illustrate this somewhat imprecisely de ned notion we o er Figures 3 and 5, which describe a airs when p = 1, = 10, and = 70 or 71, respectively. For = 70 a judiciously designed GHM band test barely manages to form the stable spiral core pictured in Figure 3 ; the diameter of its hole is more than 900 cells. A ring around this hole of suitable shape and size constitutes an spo. For = 71, on the other hand, the band test remains con ned to the upper halfplane for all time; its ends stabilize as images under 90 rotations of the bug of constant width shown in Figure 5 . This bug reproduces exactly, neither growing nor shrinking as it advances. We have not been able to make a spiral core when = 71, so we conclude that bend(10; 1) = 70. On the basis of such experiments, it was conjectured in FGG] that \if a wavefront can bend in on itself then the rule has spo's." Although we cannot prove this claim we have veri ed it in a great many cases, for various values of p. For instance, we have constructed spiral cores for the last two rules of Figure 1 by means of a variant of the band test that will be described in Section 3. In view of the large size of these synthetic cores, it is easy to understand why they fail to emerge from spatially homogeneous product measure in computer simulations. ). A precise description of the limit will be given in Section 4, but in essence the continuum dynamics consist of truly massive parallel updating. Each site x in the plane has a color i; in order to update by contact, the area of overlap between the Euclidean neighborhood of x and the region painted with color i + 1 must exceed . Our agenda is to study certain invariant and \superinvariant" wave fragments in this Euclidean setting.
Given continuous functions f(x) < g(x) on the interval (?l; r), write E = f(x; y) : x 2 (?l; r) and f(x) < y < g(x)g: We x our attention on the direction = =2 (\up"), and say that the region E is a bug of length l + r and translation w if, when we start with 1's on E and 2's on (0; ?w) + E, the excited region at time 1 coincides with (0; w) + E. (Here z + E denotes the set E translated by z.) Note that if the shape of the excited region has stabilized, and moves up, its width should be constant and equal to w away from the ends; otherwise di erent parts of the bug would propagate at di erent speeds and the shape would not be maintained. The lattice bug in Figure 5 has constant width from one end to the other, but it is not hard to see that invariant bugs on R 2 must have \rounded" ends. A prebug of length l+r and translation w is de ned similarly, except that the excitation at time 1 should cover at least (0; w) + E.
Bugs and prebugs can be de ned in an analogous way for other directions. Let prebug( ; p) be the largest value of for which a prebug exists in direction . Of course, prebug( ; 2) is independent of . This case is particularly appealing to applied researchers because the limiting dynamics are isotropic (compare Marcus et al. 1991] ). In order to explore the e ects of anisotropy we also focus on the case of box neighborhoods, that is, p = 1. While the direction = =2 best matches the conventional representation of our prebug envelope functions f and g, the box symmetries imply that prebug( ; 1) has period =2 and is symmetric about =4. (1.8) Inequality (1.7) is proved by taking the prebug that yields the lower bound in (1.5), shaving o a little bit, and arranging rotations of the prebug to produce an spo. The proofs of (1.6) and (1.8) are similar but more tedious: in anisotropic cases (p 6 = 2) one must produce a continuous family of prebugs, one for each direction . Inequality (1.8) is worse than our lower bound in (1.3) and (1.4) since we have trouble constructing prebugs for near :21 , but we believe this is a technical shortcoming of our method. The spiral core in Figure 3 is apparently made up of a large collection of \viable ends" (ends that can advance without shrinking, similar to the bug ends with slightly higher threshold), so the picture at least suggests the following conjecture: and that 0 = 5 in Conjecture 1.6. There is a lot of experimental evidence in support of these conclusions but we will not go into the details here.
We have equal faith in this conjecture:
Conjecture 1.7.For every p, bug(p) = sup prebug( ; p):
(1.10)
Moreover, based on experiments that will be discussed in Section 3, we believe that the inf in ( 1.9) is attained at = =4, while the sup in (1.10) is attained at = 0. The methods of this paper provide a good deal of information about the existence of spirals. However, rigorous upper bounds on spo ( ; p) seem much more di cult to prove. How does one rule out the existence of spo's with architectures altogether di erent from those produced by the band test? This issue is still quite murky even for the Fisch et al. 1993] can be used to show nonexistence when = 5. Of course any clock is an spo if = 1. But already for = 2 it becomes quite challenging to nd spo's as increases. We leave it as an exercise for the reader to construct spo's when = 2 and = 3 or = 4; one way is to run the GHM on a 100 100 array, say, and capture an organizing center (compare FGG, color plate C]). If = 2 and 5, however, for any technologically feasible array the GHM dies out and CCA xates starting from primordial soup. It is tempting to conclude that spo's do not exist for these parameter values. Gradually over the past two years, in an impressive display of combinatorial creativity, D. Pritikin (private communication) has constructed increasingly complex spo's for larger and larger numbers of colors. We believe this supremum is nite; in other words, spo's do not exist once the number of colors is large.
Our intuition tells us that for large and just below bend( ), any alternative to the ring architecture of spiral cores should be less capable of making an spo. Thus we believe that Pritikin's discoveries above bend(1) are artifacts of small range. But rigorous con rmation of this hunch remains one of the outstanding problems in the analysis of the phase diagrams for GHM and CCA rules.
The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 are proved in Section 2. In Section 3 we describe a variety of computer experiments that shed light on asymptotic features of GHM and CCA rules, with emphasis on the box neighborhood (p = 1). We describe the method used to construct the spo of Figure 3 and even larger spiral cores. We introduce additional cuto s end + ( ; 1) and end ? ( ; 1), and explain their connection with prebug( ; 1). We present tentative numerical estimation of the asymptotics for bend( ; 1) and bug( ; 1) by extrapolating from data for 40. Altogether, the ndings of Section 3 depict a reasonably coherent and plausible scenario for a phase (with = 2 between spo(p) and bug(p)) in which there are no stable spiral cores and yet wave fragments propagate in certain directions.
The nal three sections of the paper are devoted to rigorous results. In Section 4 we prove our upper bounds on prebug( ; p). Lower bounds on prebug( ; 2) are proved in Section 5, and on prebug( ; 1) in Section 6.
PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1.2 AND 1.3
In this section we prove that the low-threshold regime < jNj=2 of parameter space is locally periodic in the threshold-range scaling limit. In fact, our method applies in any dimension d to show that essentially no self-organization takes place in this \debris-dominated" region. The rst ingredient is a special case of Durrett 1992, Lemma 2.1] or of the left-hand inequality in Gravner and Griffeath 1994, (5.4) ]; see also for details of the proof. This simply expresses the geometric fact that the boundary of a large ball is locally at. The second ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.2 is a standard large-deviations result. See, for example, Durrett 1991, Chapter 1, x 9]. Lemma 2.2.Let X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : be independent, identically distributed Bernoulli random variables with P(X i = 1) = ?1 and P(X i = 0) = 1 ? ?1 . Let S n = X 1 + +X n . If a < ?1 , there is a constant > 0 such that P(S n < an) e ? n : Theorem 1.2 is an easy consequence of the two lemmas. Theorem 1.3 is proved by starting from an spo in the initial soup and applying Lemma 2.1 to nd a growing ball of periodic sites. x 2 A, jfy 2 A : y ? x 2 N; 0 (y) = 0 (x) + 1gj an with probability at least 1?e ? n . Since jAj C 2 and n 2 , summing the error probabilities we see that the probability that A is not an spo is at most jAj e ? n , which tends to 0 as ! 1, as claimed.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let b = and pick r r 0 . For z 2 Z 2 , let A z be the event that the restriction of the initial random state to B 2 (3r z; r ) is an spo.
For su ciently large, Theorem 1.2 evidently implies that P(A z ) > 0. Since the A z are independent, the probability that A z occurs for some z is 1. Pick, by any recipe, a z 0 so that A z 0 occurs. Let B t be the set of sites that fail to advance at some time s > t, and let x be any point in B t with minimum distance from z 0 . Lemma 2.1 implies that x has at least b jNj neighbors in the complement of B t , and so has a set C x of periodic neighbors that are all the same color, with jC x j b jNj= . Repeating the reasoning from the proof of Theorem 1.1, if we suppose that x 2 B s for all s > t then at some time r we must have r (x) = 0 and r (y) = 1 for all y 2 C x . Hence x = 2 B r , a contradiction which implies that B t # ? as t ! 1. Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 are counterparts to results in for multicolor interacting particle systems with large threshold and range. Although that paper deals with random dynamics, the regime corresponding to f < jNj=2 g is characterized by a ne-grained, asymptotically independent stochastic equilibrium. This is but one indication of the close connection between locally periodic cellular automata and oscillating Markovian lattice interactions such as the cyclic particle system Gri eath 1988] and the epidemic with regrowth Durrett and Neuhauser 1991] . Indeed, we expect that many qualitative features of the phase diagrams that are described in FGG] are shared by their stochastic counterparts in and elsewhere. Monte Carlo simulations on large arrays argue persuasively that excitable cellular automata are remarkably robust under random perturbations of the transition mechanism. One of our primary motivations for this and related work is the hope that in-depth analysis of GHM and CCA rules may ultimately shed light on the stochastic spatial modeling of phenomena such as epidemics and ecological competition.
COMPUTER HORTICULTURE
We now discuss various computer experiments that illuminate basic aspects of GHM/CCA dynamics. Readers who want to see at rst hand the process of self-organization that leads to con gurations such as those depicted in Section 1 can use the program Excite! Fisch and Gri eath 1991] (see the section on software availability at the end of this paper).
First, we describe an e cient scheme for the generation of spo's that arise as spiral cores in excitable cellular automata. Starting from a band test with suitable length, width, and number of colors , FGG] reported that a stable core typically forms dynamically, provided only that bend( ). For thresholds close to the cuto , though, the time until the system locks into a periodic conguration is often quite long due to interference between the two halves of a spiral pair or interference of a single spiral with itself. By slightly modifying the algorithm one can grow spo's with surprising reliability and e ciency.
For concreteness, we describe our method in the case p = 1, = 10, = 70 that produced Figure In the rst phase of the procedure we run the system and only write newly excited sites to the screen, painting them a color equal to the time mod 16 so that we can watch how the front develops. In the particular case under consideration the excited region at time 928 coincides exactly with the excited region drawn at time 464, so we stop the evolution and change the number of colors from 16 to 464. In the second phase of the computation we paint the actual state of the process to the screen. After 464 time units the screen has become lled with colored strips and we obtain a large spo. One can, of course, have the computer check periodicity.
This strategy yields lower bounds for spo(1) via (1.2). The best result we have obtained using our 2K 2K visualization technology is an spo with = 36 and = 831, for a bound of spo 4 (1) :607:
Since our \high school geometry" approach in Section 6 gives the better result (1.8), we will not describe the details of this experiment. Horticultural spo production can clearly be pushed further to produce much more accurate lower estimates on spo (1) than (1.8), but we should point out some interesting methodological challenges. As increases, for just below bend( ), the size of the hole in a spiral core grows rapidly. It should not be necessary to store this hole in computer memory since almost none of it enters into the computation of a wave end's trajectory. A clever data structure should therefore be able to drastically reduce the amount of memory required. This would allow for much more accurate estimation of the cuto . But the trajectory of an end becomes increasingly sensitive to boundary conditions, so great care must be taken to provide a wide enough boundary layer; otherwise the wavefront destabilizes and ies o the map. Needless to say, visualization is a very helpful tool in designing gigantic spo's.
The dynamics of large-range experiments such as those we have just described may be viewed as Riemann approximations to the limiting Euclidean dynamics mentioned in the Introduction. So insight into the relationship between limiting cuto s bend and bug is also gained by observing the behavior of the band test for bend( ) bug( ) when is large. For the remainder of this section, let us discuss the regime bend bug in the case p = 1. Figure 6 shows the trajectories of ends in modied band tests over this interval of thresholds when = 12. The same qualitative behavior is observed in all the systems we have observed up to = 40. Each shaded region represents the trace of excitation starting from a band shaped like a circular arc; such a shape leads the wavefront more e ciently toward its preferred geometry at the ends. The upper left picture has = bend: the end traces out a corner of the large spo that it will eventually generate. Raising by 1 we get the upper right trajectory: there is an angle (with the horizontal axis) somewhat less than 45 beyond which the end is unable to bend. A yet higher threshold produces the trace on the lower left: a stable cone of excitation spreads out with an opening of less than 90 . Finally, at the lower right, once exceeds bug the excitation withers away from its ends. Our experiments with p = 1, mentioned above, suggest that end ? attains its maximum at = 0 and its minimum at = =4. In light of the symmetries of the square, this scenario makes Conjectures 1.6 and 1.7 consequences of Conjectures 3.1{ 3.3, the upper bound in (1.3), and our belief that rings propagate for 2 3 . See also Remark 4.3. We conclude this discussion of experimental ndings with some speculative curve-tting. By studying trajectories of band tests such as those shown in Figure 6 for systems with larger ranges, we have extended Table 1 
PREBUG UPPER BOUNDS
In this and the next two sections we will deal directly with the Euclidean dynamics obtained by setting = 1 2 , scaling space by 1= , and letting ! 1. To formalize the time evolution of the limiting system it is convenient to de ne a continuum GHM operator G that acts on measurable In terms of G, the time evolution may be succinctly described as n+1 = G n . An analogous operator C describes the Euclidean CCA. We feel that Euclidean parallel dynamics constitute a promising new framework for the study of nonlinear spatial systems. If a multistate conguration is represented by a tessellation of space into colored regions with smooth boundaries, the discrete-time dynamics of a transformation such as G can be studied in terms of its action on the boundaries. The asymptotic shapes of rings and spirals in excitable cellular automata are studied by this approach in Gravner and Gri eath 1994]. Our basic task for the remainder of the present paper is the estimation of continuum wave fragments invariant under G (or C), an undertaking we refer to informally as bug architecture.
Two simplifying features of the threshold-range scaling limit should be mentioned. First, for p = 2 the action of each update is rotation-invariant. So shapes of continuum rings, spiral wavefronts and symmetric spiral cores are genuinely circular. In particular, prebug( ; 2) is independent of . Second, since B 1 ( ) (\diamond") is a 45 rotation of B 1 ( p 2 =2) (\box"), dynamics for the cases p = 1 and p = 1 are equivalent up to a simple linear transformation. Hence the corresponding cuto s satisfy spo(1) = 1 2 spo(1); bug(1) = 1 2 bug(1); and so forth. For this reason we focus only on the case p = 1 as an extreme instance of anisotropy.
We can also take = 1 without loss of generality; we set N = B p (1).
Given continuous functions f < g on the interval ?l; r], let E = f(u; v) : u 2 ?l; r] and f(u) < v < g(u)g; Upper bounds on threshold levels that admit prebugs can be obtained by playing o the \top" of a bug against an \end." Our next three propositions derive the right-hand inequalities of (1.3){ (1.5) by adapting one and the same strategy to the di erent geometries of box, diamond and circle. Proof. Let E be a prebug of translation w in the direction = 0, and let u be a point where g attains its maximum. There are no points of E in R (g( u); 1), so h( u; g( u)) 2(1 ? w). Proof. Let E be a prebug of translation w in direction = =4, and let u be a point where g attains its maximum. There are no points of E in R (g( u); 1) and the prebug is assumed to have translation w, so h( u; g( u)) h 1 (w); 
PREBUG AND SPIRAL LOWER BOUNDS for p = 2
To obtain the lower bound of (1.5) for prebug( ; 2), we will construct a prebug of constant width w on (this di ers from (4.2) in that the second argument indicates vertical displacement from the top of the bug, rather than absolute position). For E to be a prebug we need h(x; v) for x 2 0; l] and v 2 0; w]. The next three lemmas show that, for large R, it su ces to check this inequality at the three points (l; 0), (l; w) and (0; w). Let (v; c) be the area of the portion of N between the lines y = ?cx ? v and y = ?cx ? v ? w (Figure 9 ). Lemma 5.1.If R is su ciently large, to conclude that E is a prebug it su ces to check that As advertised in the introduction, we now construct an spo by shaving a little o our isotropic prebug and arranging its rotations in a circle. Finally, write "(M) = jBj?jB 00 j. When M is large, rotation by and translation by (0; w) almost coincide, so "(M) ! 0 as M ! 1. Since E is a prebug for threshold , if we decrease the threshold to ? "(M) and start with 1's on B 00 and 0's on B 0 , then at time 1 we will have 1's on B 0 . For 0 j , set R j = R ?j B 00 and let (x) = j on R j . From the last observation and the rotation invariance of the limiting dynamics in the case p = 2, it follows that de nes a -color spo for threshold ? "(M). As noted in the introduction, by choosing to be a multiple of 0 we can also construct a 0 -color spo for any 0 3.
PREBUG AND SPIRAL LOWER BOUNDS for
The strategy for p = 1 parallels that for p = 2 except that now, in order to make an spo, we need to construct di erent prebugs for di erent directions . As in Section 4, we will leave the prebug alone and rotate the neighborhood. Let N be the set that results when the p = 1 box N is rotated counterclockwise through , and suppose without loss of generality that 0 =4. To obtain a lower bound for the existence of prebugs, we will design We are now ready to prove the lower bounds of (1.3) and (1.4). We now turn to lower bounds for 0 < < =4.
Our rst goal is to show that to verify the hypothesis of Lemma 6.3, it su ces to check the value of (w; c) at one point. As in the proofs of Propositions 6.4 and 6.5, it is useful to know a little about the prebugs in question in order to reduce the number of cases we have to consider, so we will describe them now. For historical reasons we will let = =4 ? and = 1 ? 4 = 2 0; 1]. We can now identify the c in the statement of the lemma. For A close to 0, w > A and 2w < B, so we start with Case 3 when c = 0. In that case The nal possibility one needs to consider, which occurs for A near .645, is that starts in Case 2a or 2b. But this situation can be analyzed by simply deleting the rst column above.
The details are similar but simpler when c < 0.
There are two more cases to consider: lines 1 and 2 intersect side 2, and line 2 intersects side 1 or side 3. As in the ve cases considered above, there is at most one critical point within any case, so it is only a question of checking how the cases t together to conclude that is i-d on ?b 0 ; 0]. Further details are left to the reader. As this paper's grand nale, we now construct an spo for excitable dynamics on R 2 with the square neighborhood N and threshold = :6123.
Proof of Theorem 1.5 for p 6 = 2. The rst step is to verify that for the limiting dynamic with = :6123 there are prebugs in each direction . Combining Lemmas 6.1{6.6 we see that to produce a prebug at threshold it su ces to compute ve numbers and show that their minimum is at least . The last ve columns of Table 2 gives these ve numbers for the values of considered above. To prove the existence of prebugs for intermediate values of gamma using a computer program, we need to reduce the task to a nite computation.
To do so we begin by observing that if D is the diamond with vertices (0; + 2 2 when < 1.
In the last paragraph we considered what happened when we changed the rectangle. As we move from one value of to another the slope changes as well. It is easy to see that, if the strip width changes by less than , the minimum strip width changes by less than 2 p 2 . Furthermore, if the two slopes change by less than then the other four areas of interest change by at most 2 p 2 . To relate these remarks to changes in the parameter we observe that for 2 0; 1], @w=@ , @b 0 =@ and @b 1 =@ are all < 1. Investigating the values of the minimum for = k 10 ?5 , we nd that in all cases the minimum of the ve areas is at least .6123739 (which occurs for k = 84249). Having produced a family of prebugs for all directions , the last step is to generalize the proof of Theorem 1.5 in the case p = 2 to make an anisotropic spiral core. Let E be our prebug of constant width w in direction , de ned on the interval ?l ; r ]. Again, R is rotation through . In conclusion, we note that this construction of a core from spo's of all orientations can be applied for any value of p, proving (1.6).
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